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PREFACE

Will the real ancestor please stand up 
reveals through the quotes of 

prominent scientists involved in 
evolutionary biology and excerpts 
from science papers, just how web-

like evolutionary relationships really 
are. The"tree has toppled" as Lynn 
Margulis (microbiologist and well-

respected for her own contribution to 
evolutionary theory) states. And the 

Modern Synthesis is "crumbling, 
aparently beyond repair", according 

to Eugene Koonin (a recognized 
expert in the field of evolutionary & 

computational biology). All materials 
are fully referenced throughout and 

have live links for you to go deeper if 
you wish. Plus, it shows that I'm not 

making any of this up - or 'quote 
mining' 'There is no agenda in  

compiling these quotes etc, other than 



a deep love of science and the need to 
understand and get to the truth of the 

matter, what ever that may be.

The following little book will present 
quotes ranging from the story of how 
snakes and cows ended up sharing a 
quarter of their genes, to how, in one 

fell swoop (well at least in 
evolutionary timescales) some lizards 
lost their legs and became slithering 
beasties. These statements will also 

reveal how the common ancestor may 
not have been an entity, but an 

ancestral  CONDITION (state of 
being) and there may have been many 

roots. Evolutionary levels of 
complexity appears to have taken 

quantum leaps going from the 
generalist to the specialist, shaped 

and formed by epigenetic remodeling 
of genomes according to 

environmental conditions and aided 
by genetic novelty as seen in the 



myriad of genetic exchange acrross 
all species boundaries and rather 

convoluted assortment of 
hybridization events along the way. 

All of this goes to make our old family 
tree a rather bewildering thicket.

All of this evidence brings into 
serious question our current linear 

view of genetically determined 
descent with modification. 

This is the free copy*  which, I would 
love you to share with friends, family, 

loved ones, and just about anyone 
who you feel would enjoy it. And/or 
you could even share it with people 

you don't like. It may annoy them - for
free. This book is part of a larger 

body of work along the same lines, 
entitled: But Old Mr. Darwin wasn't 

to Blame: The Little Book of 



Evolutionary "Quotes" along with 
other publications relating to 

alternative evolutionary theory. See 
end of book for more info. 

 



[1]

- Eugene V. Koonin -  

‘THE  ORIGIN AT 150: ...’   

"The  edifice of the Modern Synthesis
has crumbled, apparently, beyond

repair".     

                                                         
  — Koonin (2009) Abstract

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2784144/


 

Mutation tend to
induce sickness,

death or
deficiencies... 

                 - Richard Dawkins'
views on the scientific



contributions of Lynn Margulis -

(A scientist who has a great deal to
say regarding the deficiencies of Neo-
Darwinian theory as you will see in
the quotes that follow Mr. Dawkins'

statement):              

[2]

I greatly admire Lynn Margulis's sheer
courage and stamina ... This is one of
the great achievements of twentieth-

century evolutionary biology...
                            

—  Brockman (1995) Chapter Seven

QUOTES BY 

- LYNN MARGULIS -

http://www.edge.org/documents/ThirdCulture/n-Ch.7.html


[3]

...When evolutionary biologists use
computer modeling to find out how

many mutations you need to get from
one species to another, it’s not

mathematics—it’s numerology. 
                          

  —         Teresi (2011, 71) ‘Discover
Magazine’ April Edition*

*This is slightly different to the online version
linked above - original online source link at
discover.cloverleaf.com now defunct.

[3]

         Neo-Darwinists say that new
species emerge when mutations occur
and modify an organism. I was taught

over and over again that the
accumulation of random mutations led
to evolutionary change [which] led to

new species. I believed it until I
looked for evidence.

http://discovermagazine.com/2011/apr/16-interview-lynn-margulis-not-controversial-right
http://discovermagazine.com/2011/apr/16-interview-lynn-margulis-not-controversial-right


 — Teresi (2011, 68)  ‘Discover
Magazine’ April Edition*

[4]

         Mutations, in summary, tend to
induce sickness, death, or deficiencies.

No evidence in the vast literature of
heredity changes shows unambiguous
evidence that random mutation itself,
even with geographical isolation of
populations, leads to speciation. 

                                    —   Margulis &
Sagan (2008, 29) ‘Acquiring

Genomes: A Theory of the Origins of
the Species’ 

        

http://books.google.ie/books?id=DS-VehE00ncC&q=Mutations%2C+in+summary%2C+tend+to+induce+sickness%2C+death#v=snippet&q=Mutations%2C%20in%20summary%2C%20tend%20to%20induce%20sickness%2C%20death&f=false


The Species
Problem Remains

Unresolved

 

[5]

‘EVOLUTION OF DRUG-
RESISTANT BACTERIA’

 Bacteria in nature do evolve
resistance to antibiotics faster than

mutation and selection allow...

                                 — Campbell and
Schopf (1994, 95)

https://books.google.ie/books?id=ve38UmPnfO0C&pg=PA95&lpg=PA95&dq=It+turns+out+that+bacteria+adapt+to+antibiotics+more+quickly+than+can+be+accounted+for+by+mutations&source=bl&ots=sLXsSOIxaw&sig=vYcZ0uLReQ2H9iBWWhcOCzrAZek&hl=en&sa=X&ei=Y_cSVanMNdPy7AaV_IC


[6]

-Gilbert, Opitz, & Raff -

‘RESYNTHESIZING
EVOLUTIONARY&

DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY’

Genetics might be adequate for
explaining microevolution, but

microevolutionary changes in gene
frequency were not seen as able to turn
a reptile into a mammal or to convert a
fish into an amphibian. Microevolution

looks at adaptations that concern the
survival of the fittest, not the arrival of
the fittest...      The origin of species —

Darwin’s problem — remains
unsolved.  

                                  — Gilbert,

http://www.evolbiol.ru/large_files/gilbert.pdf


Opitz, and Raff (1996, 361)

 
Continued...

Population genetics is destined to
change if it is not to become as

irrelevant to evolution as Newtonian
mechanics  is to contemporary physics

                                — Gilbert, Opitz,
and Raff (1996, 368)

- LYNN MARGULIS -

[3]

... Darwin’s big mystery was why there
was no record at all before a specific
point [dated to 542 million years ago

by modern researchers], and then all of
a sudden in the fossil record you get

nearly all the major types of animals. 
The paleontologists Niles Eldredge

http://discover.coverleaf.com/discovermagazine/201104?pg=68#pg70


and Stephen Jay Gould studied lakes in
East Africa and on Caribbean islands
looking for Darwin’s gradual change

from one species of trilobite or snail to
another. What they found was lots of

back-and-forth variation in the
population and then—whoop—a
whole new species. There is no
gradualism in the fossil record.

                                                 —  
 Teresi (2011, 68) ‘Discover

Magazine’ April Edition*

Lynn continues...
[3]

 ... Then how did one species evolve
into another? This profound research

question is assiduously undermined by
the hegemony who flaunt their correct

solution. Especially dogmatic are those
molecular modelers of the tree of life

https://www.americanscientist.org/issues/pub/2006/3/the-phylogenetic-tree-topples


who, ignorant of alternative topologies
(such as webs), don't study ancestors.

[…], they correlate computer code
with names given by authorities to

organisms they never see! Our zealous
research, ever faithful to the god who

dwells in the details, openly
challenges such dogmatic certainty.

                               —  Margulis
(2006, 1) ‘The Phylogenetic Tree

Topples’

[7]

- Craig Venter - 

‘WHAT IS LIFE?’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIHMnD2FDeY


We have studied ... 60 million unique
gene sets of deep sea organisms; we

found about 12 that might show a slight
branching …

                                         — The
Science Foundation (2013) [Video]

 [8]    

-Stephen Gould-

‘THE PANDA’S THUMB’

All  paleontologists know that the
fossil record contains precious little in

the way of intermediate forms;
transitions between major groups are

characteristically abrupt.  

http://s-f-walker.org.uk/pubsebooks/pdfs/Gould_Stephen_Jay_The_Panda%27s_Thumb.pdf


                                     — Gould
(1980, 189)

[9]

-JAMES A. SHAPIRO -

‘EVOLUTION: A VIEW FROM
THE 21ST CENTURY’

Among the most striking features of the
fossil record are the periods of

accelerated mass extinctions followed
by periods of accelerated mass
“originations” (appearances of

morphologically novel organisms). 

                                                     —

http://books.google.ie/books/about/Evolution.html?id=t3lcm_4h20QC&redir_esc=y


Shapiro (2011, 139-142)

[10]

'SCANT SEARCH FOR THE
MAKER …'

...where is the experimental evidence?
None exists in the literature claiming
that one species has been shown to
evolve into another. Bacteria, the

simplest form of independent life, are
ideal for this kind of study, with

generation times of 20 to 30 minutes,
and populations achieved after 18

hours. But throughout 150 years of the
science of bacteriology, there is no

evidence that one species of bacteria
has changed into another...  

Since there is no evidence for species

http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/books/scant-search-for-the-maker/159282.article


changes between the simplest forms of
unicellular life, it is not surprising that
there is no evidence for evolution from

prokaryotic to eukaryotic cells, let
alone throughout the whole array of

higher multicellular organisms. 

                                                         —
Linton (2001, 29)

[11]

- The Observer -

‘DARWINISM IN A FLUTTER’

The peppered moth experiment was
“sacred”; critics were  “demonized”,

their views dismissed as “heresy”. But

http://www.theguardian.com/books/2002/may/11/scienceandnature.highereducation


the evidence grew and in 1998 a
prominent biologist, reviewing it in

Nature, said his shock at the extent of
the doubts was like discovering as a
child “that it was my father and not
Santa who brought the presents on

Christmas eve”.

 — Smith (2002) ‘The Observer’, 11th
May Edition

Will the Real
Ancestor Please

Stand Up



 

[12]

1860 

- Charles Darwin -

'Origin of the Species'

...Therefore I should infer from
analogy that probably all organic

beings which ever lived on this earth
have descended from some one

primordial form, into which life was
first breathed by the Creator.

http://darwin-online.org.uk/Variorum/1869/1869-573-c-1860.html


Compared with 

1869

- Charles Darwin -

‘Origin of Species’ (Fifth
 Edition)

Therefore, on the principle of natural
selection with divergence of character,
it does not seem incredible that, from
some such low and intermediate form,
both animals and plants may have been
developed; and, if we admit this, we

must likewise admit that all the organic
beings which have ever lived on this

earth may be descended from some one
primordial form...



 But this inference is chiefly grounded
on analogy, and it is immaterial
whether or not it be accepted.

                                                              
— Darwin (1869, 573)

[13]

- Carl Woese -

‘A NEW BIOLOGY FOR A
NEW CENTURY’

... common descent is something that
essentially all modern biologists have

taken for granted... 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC419918/


For Darwin, common descent was an
open question, an invitation to

discussion.  What  elevated  common
 descent  to doctrinal status almost

certainly was the much later discovery
of  the  universality  of  biochemistry,

 which  was  seemingly  impossible  to
 explain  otherwise...

   — Woese  (2004, 179)  Other
Guesswork Solutions?

[14]

'A FUNDAMENTALLY NEW
PERSPECTIVE ON THE

ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION'

Darwin’s hypothesis that all extant life

http://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/0811/0811.3653.pdf


forms are descendants of a last
common ancestor cell and

diversification of life forms results
from gradual mutation plus natural
selection represents a mainstream

view that has influenced biology and
even society for over a century. 

However, this Darwinian view on life
is contradicted by many observations

and lacks a plausible physico-chemical
explanation. Strong evidence suggests

that the common ancestor cell
hypothesis is the most fundamental

flaw of Darwinism…

                                                      —
Liu (2008) Abstract

[15]

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17261804


'PATTERN PLURALISM AND
THE TREE OF LIFE

HYPOTHESIS' 

Darwin claimed that a unique
inclusively hierarchical pattern of

relationships between all organisms
based on their similarities and

differences [the Tree of Life (TOL)]
was a fact of nature, for which

evolution, and in particular a branching
process of descent with modification,

was the explanation. 
However, there is no independent

evidence that the natural order is an
inclusive hierarchy, and incorporation

of prokaryotes into the TOL is
especially problematic… 

       — Doolittle and Bapteste (2007)
Abstract



[16]

‘THE CONCEPT OF
MONOPHYLY: A

SPECULATIVE ESSAY’

Recent research results make it seem
improbable that there could have been

single basal forms for many of the
highest categories of evolutionary
differentiation (kingdoms, phyla,

classes). The universal tree of life
probably had many roots. 

                                              —
Gordon (1999, 331) Abstract

[17]

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1023%2FA%3A1006535524246#page-1
http://www.pnas.org/content/95/12/6854.full


- Carl Woese -

'THE UNIVERSAL ANCESTOR'

The universal ancestor is not an entity,
not a thing. 

It is a process characteristic of a
particular evolutionary stage. 

                                          — Woese
(1998) Conclusion

[18]

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bies.201300095/abstract;jsessionid=2B28066CC31570B158F2D72C1550CE91.f01t03


'HORIZONTAL GENE
ACQUISITIONS BY

EUKARYOTES AS DRIVERS

 OF ADAPTIVE EVOLUTION'

In contrast to vertical gene transfer
from parent 

  to offspring, horizontal (or lateral)
gene transfer moves genetic

information between different species.
Bacteria and archaea often adapt
through horizontal gene transfer. 

Recent analyses indicate that
eukaryotic genomes, too, have
acquired numerous genes via

horizontal transfer from prokaryotes
and other lineages. Based on this we
raise the hypothesis that horizontally
acquired genes may have contributed

more to adaptive evolution of



eukaryotes than previously assumed.
Current candidate sets of horizontally
acquired eukaryotic genes may just be

the tip of an iceberg. 

    — Schönknecht et al (2013)
Abstract

[19]

-Oliver & Green -

'JUMPING GENES DRIVE
EVOLUTION'

Orthodox evolutionary theory does not
tally with the fossil record, but a new

school of thought points towards
’jumping genes‘ as essential agents of

http://researchrepository.murdoch.edu.au/6496/1/jumping_genes.pdf


periodic changes in the rate of
evolution … Punctuated equilibrium is

rapid evolution followed by slow
evolution, or a stoppage in evolution,
as is observed in the fossil record. 

This can be explained by the fact that
jumping gene activity does not occur at

a low and uniform rate over time.
Instead, it sporadically occurs in
sudden bursts resulting in rapid

evolution, followed by decreasing
activity and slowing evolution. These
rapid bursts of evolution can happen
when a new type of jumping gene is
suddenly transferred into a lineage
from some other lineage, or when a
new type of jumping gene naturally

emerges from within a genome. 

         — Oliver & Greene (2009)
'Australasian Science' September

Edition



[20]

-Oliver & Green -

'How Jumping Genes Drove
Primate Evolution'

Jumping genes have been important in
the evolution of higher primates,
leading to faster brain function,

improved foetal nourishment, useful
red-green colour discrimination and
greater resistance to disease-causing
microbes – and even the loss of fat

storage genes in gibbons.

 — Oliver & Greene
(2012) 'Australasian Science' Jan /
Feb Edition

http://www.australasianscience.com.au/article/issue-january-and-february-2012/how-jumping-genes-drove-primate-evolution.html


[21]

‘COWS ARE 25 PERCENT
SNAKE’ 

You vaguely know how DNA works,
right? You get it from your parents.

Well, hold onto your britches, because
scientists from down under are about

to turn your world upside down.

A study by Australia's Adelaide and
Flinders Universities and the South
Australian Museum has found that in
complex organisms, DNA is not only

transferred from a parent to its
offspring like your science book told

you, but can also be "laterally"
transferred between species. The
research, published in the peer-

reviewed Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences in the US,

involved comparing dozens of DNA

http://www.motherjones.com/blue-marble/2013/01/dna-cows-snakes-adelaide-flinders-study


sequences from different species. It
found that cows inherited up to a

quarter their genes from reptiles ...

  — Eichelberger (2013) 'Mother
Jones.com', 3rd January Edition

[22]

'ORIGIN & EVOLUTION of
ANIMAL HYBRID SPECIES'

The increasing number of hybrid
species, discovered in both vertebrates

and invertebrates ..., calls for a
reevaluation of hybrid speciation and

reticulate evolution in animals...
Unexpected similarities are now

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0169534794901244


apparent in hybrid evolution of animals
as varied as insects, snails, fish, frogs

and lizards.

— Bullini (1994) Abstract 

[23]

- New York Times -

'HYBRIDS MAY THRIVE
WHERE PARENTS FEAR TO

TREAD'

DNA analysis is now allowing
biologists to better decipher the

histories of species and to detect past
hybridisation events that have

contributed new genes and capabilities

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/14/science/14creatures.html?_r=0


to various kinds of organisms
including, it now appears, ourselves...

         
The discovery of hybrid species and

the detection of past hybridizations are
forcing biologists to reshape their

picture of species as independent units.
The barriers between species are not

necessarily vast, unbridgeable chasms;
sometimes they get crossed with

marvelous results. 
                             

            — Carroll (2010) 'New York
Times' 13th September  Issue

[24]

Human and Chimp Ancestors
Might Have Interbred

http://www.livescience.com/783-human-chimp-ancestors-interbred.html


Scientists can't say how long the
hybridization carried on, but the final

speciation occurred around 5.3 million
years ago, possibly because the two

species' genetic coded were too
different to mix or the animals were

simply physically unappealing to each
other.

 — Carey (2006) 'Live Science'
Published May 17th

[25] 

'ANCIENT HUMANS WERE
MIXING IT UP...'

Anatomically modern humans were not
so unique that they remained separate.

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/09/110905160918.htm


We found evidence for hybridisation
between modern humans and archaic

forms in Africa. It looks like our
lineage has always exchanged genes

with their more morphologically
diverged neighbours...

We think there were probably
thousands of interbreeding events’,

Hammer said. ‘It happened relatively
extensively and regularly ...

anatomically modern humans were not
so unique that they remained separate’,

he added. ‘
They have always exchanged genes

with their more morphologically
diverged neighbors. This is quite
common in nature, and it turns out

we're not so unusual after all.

      — University of Arizona (2011)
'Science Daily' September 6th Issue



[26]

- SCIENTIFIC AMERICA -

'The Human Genome Race

A tale of the Tortoise and the
Hare... and the fly and the worm

and the mouse'

   Soon after the Human Genome
Project published its preliminary
results in 2001, a group of scientists
announced that a handful of human
genes—the consensus today is around
40—appear to be bacterial in origin.
The question that remains, however, is
how exactly they got there. Some
scientists argue that the genes must
have been transferred to humans from

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-human-genome-race/


bacteria fairly recently in evolutionary
history, because the genes aren't found
in our closest animal ancestors.

 — Karow (2000) 'Scientific America'
April 24th Edition  

[27]

1809

 - Jean-Baptiste Lamarck -

 'Zoological Philosophy...' 

Translation by Hugh Elliot 1914 
(first trans., from French into English)

   The idea of bringing together under
the name of species a collection of like

https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up


individuals, which perpetuate
themselves unchanged by reproduction
and are as old as nature, involved the
assumption that the individuals of one
species could not unite in reproductive
acts with individuals of another
species.Unfortunately, observation has
proved and continues every day to
prove that this assumption is
unwarranted; for the hybrids so
common among plants, and the
copulations so often noticed between
animals of very different species,
disclose the fact that the boundaries
between these alleged constant species
are not so impassable as had been
imagined. 

           — Lamarck (1809, 39)



[28]

- James A. Shapiro -

'Does Natural Selection Really
Explain What Makes Evolution

Succeed?'

....cytogenetics (the study of chromosome behavior
in heredity using both genetic and microscopic

methods)

...In combination, cytogenetics and
molecular genetics have taught us
about many processes that lead to

biological novelties "independently of
natural selection" -- hybridization,

genome duplication, symbiogenesis,
chromosome restructuring, horizontal

DNA transfer, mobile genetic elements,
epigenetic switches, and natural

genetic engineering (the ability of all
cells to cut, splice, copy, and modify

their DNA in non-random ways). 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/james-a-shapiro/does-natural-selection-evolution_b_1769524.html


 — Shapiro (2012) 'Huffington Post'
Blog, updated 10th December 

 

Nature: 'The
Editor'

[29]

1809

 - Jean-Baptiste Lamarck -

 'Zoological Philosophy' 

(Translation by Ian Johnston 1999)

https://www.oneeyedman.net/school-archive/classes/fulltext/www.mala.bc.ca/~johnstoi/lamarck/lamarck8.ht


... if nature had not been capable of the
active processes of organization with
the ability to make that very organic
structure more and more complex, by
increasing the mobile energy of fluid

movement and thus organic movement,
and if she had not preserved through
reproduction all the progress in the

composition of organic structures and
all the acquired improvements, she

should assuredly never have produced
this multitude of infinitely varied

animals and plants, so different from
each other in the condition of their
organic structures and capacities.

Finally, she would not have been able
to create right at the first the most

eminent animal faculties, for they do
not arise except with the help of very
complex organic systems. Nature had

to prepare gradually the means of



bringing into existence such organic
systems.

 — Lamarck (1809, Chapter Eight)

[30]

- James A. Shapiro -

HOW LIFE CHANGES ITSELF:
THE READ-WRITE (RW)

GENOME

The genome has traditionally been
treated as a Read-Only Memory

(ROM) subject to change by copying
errors and accidents. In this review, I

http://vcp.med.harvard.edu/papers/shapiro-read-write-genome.pdf


propose that we need to change that
perspective and understand the genome
as an intricately formatted Read–Write
(RW) data storage system constantly
subject to cellular modifications and

inscriptions. 

Cells operate under changing
conditions and are continually

modifying themselves by genome
inscriptions. These inscriptions occur

over three distinct time-scales
(cell reproduction, multicellular

development and evolutionary change)
and involve a variety of different

processes at each time scale
(forming nucleoprotein complexes,

epigenetic formatting and changes in
DNA sequence structure)

... This conceptual change to active
cell inscriptions controlling RW

genome
functions has profound implications for



all areas of the life sciences.

             — Shapiro (2013) Abstract

[31]

- Barbara McClintock -

'THE SIGNIFICANCE OF
RESPONSES OF THE

GENOME TO CHALLENGE'

(Paper presented at her
long overdue Nobel Prize Award

Ceremony)

In the future attention undoubtedly
will be centered on the genome, and

with greater appreciation of its
significance as a highly sensitive

http://www.nobelprize.org/mediaplayer/index.php?id=1617


organ of the cell, monitoring
genomic activities and correcting

common errors, sensing the unusual
and unexpected events, and
responding to them, often by

restructuring the genome.

  —  McClintock (1983)
Concluding Statement

How the snake lost
its legs & fish in

dark caves became
blind...



[32]

 - S.F. Gilbert -

 ‘HOX GENES: DESCENT
WITH MODIFICATION’

One of the most radical alterations of
the vertebrate body plan is seen in the
snakes...and they appear to have lost
their legs in a two-step process. Both
paleontological and embryological

evidence supports the view that snakes
first lost their forelimbs and later lost

their hindlimbs ...
Fossil snakes with hindlimbs, but no

forelimbs, have been found. Moreover,
while the most derived snakes (such as
vipers) are completely limbless, more

primitive snakes (such as boas and

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK9978/


pythons) have pelvic girdles and
rudimentary femurs. The missing

forelimbs can be explained by the Hox
expression pattern in the anterior

portion of the snake. 

                           — Gilbert (2000)
Why Snakes Don’t Have Legs

[33]

‘GHOSTS IN YOUR GENES’ 

This highly evolved, highly
orchestrated ability to make genes

active or inactive—both genetically
and epigenetically—is the key to the
success of multicellular plants and

animals, including the most complex
and mysterious of all, us.  

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/genes/fate-nf.html


    — Patel (2007) Gene switches

 [34]

 - Cabej -

'EXCERPTS from 'EPIGENETIC
PRINCIPLES OF EVOLUTION'

What clearly have occurred in some
experimentally determined cases of the

loss of structures (loss of limbs in
tetrapods, loss of eyes in A.

mexicanus, loss of teeth in birds, etc.)
are epigenetic changes in expression
patterns of specific genes and gene

regulatory networks.     

                        — Cabej (2008-2012)

http://www.epigeneticscomesofage.com/


Chapter Fifteen

   

 EXCERPTS from
‘EPIGENETIC  PRINCIPLES...’

Cont …

...In the case of  A. mexicanus, after
half a century of studies on the nature
and origin of the loss of eyes in cave

fish, this “lack of empirical
information” suggests anything but an

easy explanation. As an inherited
character, the evolutionary loss of eyes

... is not genetic, i.e. no changes in
genes are involved ..., the remaining
alternative is that the information for
this radical change in morphology is

epigenetic. ...
A number of investigators have argued
against genetic mechanisms of the loss
of eyes in cave fish: …..The fact that

the evolutionary change leading to



eyelessness in A. mexicanus implies
no changes in genes unequivocally tells

us that the evolutionary change is
transmitted to the offspring by

nongenetic  means.

  — Cabej, (2008-2012, Chapt 15)

[35]

EXCERPTS from ‘EPIGENETIC
 PRINCIPLES...’ Cont …

In  summary, it may be said that all of
the neo-Darwinian hypotheses

presented [...]  fail to account for the
exceptionally rapid and repeated loss
of eyes in A. mexicanus. ... Exposure
of the larvae of the eyed, eyeless, and
hybrid forms of A. mexicanus to light

or darkness for 1 month leads to

http://store.elsevier.com/product.jsp?isbn=9780124158313


dramatic phenotypic changes, such as
development of eyes in the eyeless
form and enlargement of eyes in the

eyed form ...

                                                 —
Cabej (2012, 662-603).

[27]

1809

 - Jean-Baptiste Lamarck -

 'Zoological Philosophy...' 

Translation by Hugh Elliot 1914 

... among the fossil remains found of
animals which existed in the past,
there are a very large number
belonging to animals of which no
living and exactly similar analogue

https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up


is known; and among these the
majority belong to molluscs with
shells, since it is only the shells of
these animals which remain to us.
Now, if a quantity of these fossil
shells exhibit differences which
prevent us, in accordance with
prevailing opinion, from regarding
them as the representatives of
similar species that we know, does
it not necessarily follow that these
shells belong to species actually
lost?  Why, moreover, should they
be lost, since man cannot have
encompassed their destruction?
 May it not be possible on the other
hand, that the fossils in question
belonged to species still existing,
but which have changed since that
time and become converted into the
similar species that we now
actually find.



 — Lamarck (1809, 45-46) 

Descent by

a

COMMON
ANCESTRAL
CONDITION

[36]

 - A.B. Butler -

‘EVOLUTION OF

http://brain.phgy.queensu.ca/pare/assets/Evolution2.pdf


VERTEBRATE BRAINS’

That brain enlargement and elaboration
has occurred four times independently
presents a very different reality of how

brain evolution has operated than is
perceived in the widely held folk-

belief of a sort of scale of nature, or
Scala Naturae, that ranks all

vertebrates along a simplistic scale.
Instead, the picture now appreciated is

a much more sophisticated and
fascinating one in terms of both

evolutionary history and the
mechanisms by which it

has proceeded.

— Butler (2009, 57)  

'Evolution of Vertebrate Brains'
contin...



...both evolution and
embryological development proceed
from the general to the specific. In
regard to evolution, the common
ancestor of all vertebrates, for

example, gave rise to the radiation
of jawless vertebrates on the one hand
and to that of the jawed vertebrates on
the other; lampreys did not give rise to

hagfishes. The common ancestor of
tetrapods gave rise to amphibians on

the one hand and to amniotes (reptiles,
birds, and mammals) on the other;

neither frogs nor newts gave rise to
reptiles, birds, or mammals. Among

amniotes, mammals actually appear in
the fossil record before reptiles;

reptiles did not give rise to mammals
any more than mammals gave rise to
reptiles. In regard to embryological
development, it likewise generally

proceeds from the general (common
ancestral features) to the specific



(specializations of the taxon)...

 — Butler (2009, 58, see fig. 1 in
article for supporting data)  

[37]

1828

- Von Baer -

- Embryo Project Encyclopedia -
'Karl Ernst von Baer's Laws of

Embryology'

In 1828, while working at the
University of Königsberg in

Königsberg, Germany, Karl Ernst von
Baer proposed four laws of animal

development, von Baer discusses the

http://embryo.asu.edu/pages/karl-ernst-von-baers-laws-embryology


embryos of humans, fish and chicks, all
of which look similar to each other in
the early stages of their development.

As they grow, however, they look
increasingly different from one another.

The embryo of one species never
resembles the adult of another species.
Instead of recapitulating other animals'

adult forms, von Baer's third law
theorized that animal embryos diverge
from one or a few shared embryonic
forms. The fourth law states that the

stages of development in more
complex animals never represent the
adult stages of less complex animals;

they resemble only the embryos of less
complex animals.

...Von Baer's second law states that
embryos develop from a uniform and

noncomplex structure into an
increasingly complicated and diverse
organism. For example, a defining and
general characteristic of vertebrates is



the vertebral column. This feature
appears early in the embryonic

development of vertebrates. However,
other features that are more specific to
groups within vertebrates, such as fur

on mammals or scales on reptiles, form
in a later developmental stage. Von

Baer argued that this evidence
supporting epigenetic development

rather than development from
preformed structures. He concluded

from the first two laws that
development occurs through

epigenesis, when the complex form of
an animal arises gradually from

unformed material during development.

— Barnes (2013) Introduction

[38]

VON BAER'S LAW FOR THE

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24120296


AGES: LOST AND FOUND
PRINCIPLES OF

DEVELOPMENTAL
EVOLUTION

In this review, I argue that, 185 years
after von Baer's law was first

formulated, its main concepts after
proper refurbishing remain

surprisingly relevant in revealing the
fundamentals of the evolution-

development connection, and suggest
that their explanation should become

the focus of renewed research. 

— Abzhanov (2013) Abstract 

[36]

http://brain.phgy.queensu.ca/pare/assets/Evolution2.pdf


- A.B. Butler -

‘EVOLUTION OF
VERTEBRATE BRAINS’

Some of the most salient features
of the brains of sauropsids (reptiles
and birds) and those of mammals
represent divergences from the

common ancestral condition rather
than sequential evolution of either

the extant mammalian or
sauropsidian condition to the other.

— Butler (2009, 58, see fig. 1) 

 

[27]

https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up


1809

 - Jean-Baptiste Lamarck -

 'Zoological Philosophy...' 

Translation by Hugh Elliot 1914 
(first trans., from French into English)

... I shall show that nature, by giving
existence in the course of long periods
of time to all the animals and plants,
has really formed a true scale in each

of these kingdoms as regards the
increasing complexity of organisation;

but that the gradations in this scale,
which we are bound to recognise when
we deal with objects according to their
natural affinities, are only perceptible

in the main groups of the general
series, and not in the species or even in

the genera.

— Lamarck (1809, 58)



                                                             
                                            

If it looks like a
duck & it quacks
like a duck: then
it's a DUCK or a
primitive dolphin

[27]

1809

 - Jean-Baptiste Lamarck -

 'Zoological Philosophy...' 

(Translation by Hugh Elliot 1914)

https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up


In the same climate, significantly
different situations and exposures at

first simply induce changes in the
individuals who find themselves
confronted with them. But as time

passes, the continual difference in the
situation of the individuals I'm talking

about, who live and reproduce
successively in the same

circumstances, leads to changes in
them which become, in some way,

essential to their being, so that after
many generations, following one after
the other, these individuals, belonging

originally to another species, find
themselves at last transformed into a
new species, distinct from the other.

For example, if the seeds of a grass or
of any other plant common to a humid

prairie are transported, by some
circumstance or other, at first to the



slope of a neighbouring hill, where the
soil, although at a higher altitude, is
still sufficiently damp to allow the

plant to continue living, if then, after
living there and reproducing many
times in that spot, the plant little by

little reaches the almost arid soil of the
mountain slope and succeeds in

subsisting there and perpetuates itself
through a sequence of generations, it
will then be so changed that botanists
who come across it there will create a

special species for it.

— Lamarck (1809, 39)

[39]

- ICHTHYOSAURS -

'Modern Interpretations'

http://www.palaeo.gly.bris.ac.uk/Palaeofiles/Pictures/marine/Ichthyosaurs.html


The exceptional level of preservation
in German specimens has allowed

highly accurate reconstructions of early
Jurassic ichthyosaurs. This has

revealed a striking morphological
similarity to modern dolphins. ..

— University of Bristol (2002-2015)
'Palaeobiology Research

Group' webpage

[40]

'INTRODUCTION TO THE
ICHTHYOSAURIA'

Ichthyosaurs were not dinosaurs, but
represent a separate group of marine

vertebrates. Because ichthyosaurs
were so specialized and modified for

http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/diapsids/ichthyosauria.html


life in the ocean, we don't really know
which group of vertebrates were their

closest relatives. They might have been
an offshoot of the diapsids — the great

vertebrate group that includes the
dinosaurs and birds, the pterosaurs, the

lizards and snakes, and many other
vertebrates. On the other hand, some
have suggested that the ichthyosaurs

were descended from a distant relative
of the turtles.

— Waggoner (1995,
Introduction) UCMP (University of

California Musuem of Palaeontology)
Berkeley Education

[41] 

FOSSIL SAVED FROM MULE
TRACK REVOLUTIONIZES

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/05/130514213154.htm


UNDERSTANDING OF
ANCIENT DOLPHIN-LIKE

MARINE REPTILE

Scientists have revealed a new species
of ichthyosaur (a dolphin-like marine

reptile from the age of dinosaurs) from
Iraq, which revolutionizes our

understanding of the evolution and
extinction of these ancient marine

reptiles.....Fischer and his colleagues
retraced the evolutionary history of
Cretaceous ichthyosaurs. In fact, the

team was able to show that numerous
ichthyosaur groups that appeared
during the Triassic and Jurassic

ichthyosaur survived into the
Cretaceous. It means that the supposed
end of Jurassic extinction event did not

ever occur for ichthyosaurs

— University of Southampton (2013)
 'Science Daily' published May 14th 



[42] 

- NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC -

'GIANT SEA REPTILES WERE
WARM-BLOODED?'

Prehistoric predators could
control their body temperatures,

study says.

"These marine reptiles were able to
maintain a high body temperature

independently of the water temperature
where they lived, from tropical to

cold-temperate oceanic domains," said
study co-author ...  

— Choi (2010) 'National Geographic
News' published June 12th 

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2010/06/100610-giant-sea-reptiles-warm-blooded-science/


[43]

'OLDEST FOSSIL OF REPTILE
LIVE BIRTH FOUND'

Most air-breathing marine creatures
that bear live young, such as whales
and dolphins, birth their babies tail-
first, so the newborns don't suffocate
during labor. But on land, babies tend
to come out headfirst. And the earliest
whales, which also evolved from land

mammals, birthed their newborns
headfirst.

The new fossil confirms that the first
ichthyosaur babies came out headfirst,

the study reports. The ichthyosaur
mother died with three young: one

outside the mother, one half-emerged
headfirst from her pelvis and one still

http://www.livescience.com/43344-ichthyosaur-fossil-live-birth-found.html


inside, waiting to be born.

— Oskin (2014) 'Live Science'
published Feb., 12th 

[27]

 1809 

- Jean-Baptiste Lamarck -

'Zoological Philosophy...' 

                      …in order to grasp her
procedure, her laws and operations,

and to gain an idea of what she actually
brings into existence.  This, in short, is

the kind of knowledge which
constitutes the true naturalist.  Those

https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up


who approach the subject from this
point of view are naturally few; they

are interested impartially in all natural
productions that they can observe.

…These ... devices, commonly used in
natural sciences, are purely artificial

aids which we have to use in the
arrangement and division of the

various observed natural productions;
to put us in the way of studying,

comparing, recognising and citing
them.  Nature has made nothing of the

kind: and instead of deceiving
ourselves into confusing our works
with hers, we should recognise that
classes, orders, families, genera and
nomenclatures are weapons of our
invention.  We could not do without

them, but we must use them with
discretion and determine them in

accordance with settled principles, in
order to avoid arbitrary changes which
destroy all the advantages they bestow.



— Lamarck (1809, 19-20) Elliot's
1914 Translation

Lamarck has the
last say:

[27]

https://archive.org/stream/ZoologicalPhilosophy/ZoologicalPhilosophyAnimals_Lak_506pgs51391278#page/n129/mode/2up


1809

 - Jean-Baptiste Lamarck -

 'Zoological Philosophy...' 

Man is condemned to exhaust all
possible errors when he examines any
set of facts before he recognises the

truth.

— Lamarck (1809, 57) Elliot's 1914
Translation
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But Old Mr. Darwin wasn't to Blame:



The Little Book of Evolutionary
"Quotes" is the much extended version
of the Free E-book you have hopefully
just read and enjoyed. As the title and
the quotes inside suggest, Charles
Darwin wasn't to Blame for all that
ensued in his name.... Remember this is
also available in paperback as well as
e-book form at all major outlets
including AMAZON. Find out more at
my author profile : 

The Epigenetic Caterpillar

             
The Epigenetic Caterpillar refers to the

fact that a sluggy creature (a
caterpillar) has exactly the same genes
as its adult form (a butterfly/moth), yet

it looks nothing like a flying insect.
The epigenetic caterpillar is used to

illustrate the fact that genes themselves
don't change during metamorphosis

http://amazon.com/author/mariaohare


causing such radical alternations to the
caterpillar, but rather, it is how its

genes are EXPRESSED
(epigenetically) according to

environmental adaptive needs, which
makes the big difference in the end. 

Therefore, the epigenetic caterpillar
concept should help us assess the true
validity of the Neo-Darwinian version
of the case of the text-book example of
Industrial Melanism in moths, which

has often been described as: evolution
in action via natural selection. At the
same time, the epigenetic explanation

begins to form the foundation of a much
overdue evolutionary theory to help
explain biological complexity and

diversity.

Lamarck: And the Sad Tale of
the Blind Cave- Fish 



Lamarck & the Sad Tale of the Blind
Cave-Fish assesses the unjust

suppression & more recent scientific
vindication of the 'Original Founder of

Evolution' Jean Baptiste Lamarck.
Contrary to popular belief, Charles
Darwin was not actually adverse to
Lamarkian explanations of certain
evolutionary phenomenon such as:
blindness in cave-fish and/or other
animals losing the use of their eyes
(disuse) due their dark habitats.  

Indeed, Darwin became increasingly
supportive of Lamarckian-type

environmental drivers of species
change and wished he had paid more

attention to such environmental factors
when trying to come to  apply his own
ideas of natural selection to species
change. As it turns out, Darwin was

right to be both cautious about his own
theory and his more Lamarckian



leanings. 

This book will also address the
concept of 'natural selection' as

Darwin had originally proposed it, and
what it came to later mean in his name.

You could call this the genetic
modification of Darwin. Hopefully by
the time you have finished reading this
book, you will fully understand why

we ended up with this particular
version of evolutionary 'survival of the

fittest genetic machines' and none of
their evolutionary alternatives.

Forthcoming
books on

alternative



evolutionary
theory

Evolution: The Quantum
Butterfly 

This book leads on naturally from 'The
Epigenetic Caterpillar', not just
because of the obvious metamorphosis
from the less developed state to a
dramatically distinct adult form – a
flying insect, but, due to the fact that
evolutionary phenomenon at the micro
scale, is actually governed by the laws
of quantum physics rather than
classical physics. Therefore, as life
seems to have started out in the micro-
quantum level of atoms, chemical
catalysts and so forth, this should not



come as much of a surprise (don’t
worry if you don’t exactly know what I
mean as I have had to educate myself
on all of this so it should be
understandable to anyone with an
interest in biology’s quantum
tendencies). So, in the meantime, just
know that the next time you are
munching on salad leaves that you are
merrily crunching up cellular nano-
quantum computers and yes,
epigenetics just got a whole lot deeper.

 

 Evolution: A Third Way? 

And finally, for now at least, it is
hoped that a more comprehensive
overview of the many alternative
evolutionary ideas will be presented in
the not too distant future. This will be
entitled: Evolution: A Third Way? The
title is directly inspired by Shapiro’s



article title: A Third Way in the Boston
Review (1997).

This book will present  quotes and
excerpts from science papers (some of
which you just encountered in this
present book) and will be used to
demonstrate the reason why we need a
new synthesis in the first place. Then it
will focus on the historical aspects of
how we came to live with Darwinism,
and no other theory or combination
thereof. This will be reviewed mainly
through the eyes of Lamarck, similar to
the approach taken in "Lamarck and
the Sad Tale of the Blind Cave-Fish"
book noted above. The alternative
principles of evolutionary thought as
established via the deep investigation
into both older ideas and more recent
insights into molecular and
biological complexity will be
discussed in the light of epigenetics via
the caterpillar analogy akin the book of



the same name also highlighted above.
This concept will then be extended to
the Quantum Butterfly concept (again,
taking its cue from this forthcoming
publication of that name) and be
explored via the principles embedded
in the physical sciences, which can
readily lend themselves to explorations
of 'origins' and subsequent complexity
as offered by various well-respected
scientists leading to a quantum leap in
our thinking about evolutionary
biology. Therefore, this book aims to
present a third way; a scientific
alternative,  to hopefully help alleviate
the current embattled ideologies that
drive or are used to object to our
current Neo-Darwinian model of
evolution.

Thank you for downloading this FREE
e-book. Please share with anyone and
everyone that you think might be



interested in this wonderful new
paradigm emerging in biology. Don't
forget to visit and/or drop me a line or
two at digging up the future website

Cheers 

Maria Brigit

http://diggingupthefuture.com
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